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ABSTBACT 
Sui~/cient ~,~ndi~o~ sure 8~ven for a Lyaptmov d!~gonaliy semistable nmtrix A to 
have a unique (up to scalar multiplication) Lyapunov scaling factor. Suplmse D is a 
Lyapunov sca~-g ~tctor of A. A necessary And ~ t  c~nd~n is given for the 
un/queness oi D. The remits extend work of Hershkow/tz and Schneider. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix A e R "'n is (positive) s~ab/e if all its eigenwlues ~e in the open 
right half p ~lane. By a classical theorem of Lyapunov [6], A is st~|e ff ~d  
only if there exists a matr~ H > 0 such that 
(1.I) ~ + ~-~ > o, 
where X > 0 means that X is positive definite. A ~ ~mtrix A is Lyapuv~o 
d ~ y  stab/e if the matrix H in (1.1) can be chosen to be ~gon~ i.e., if 
there exL~cs_ a ~3si'~ve diagonal matrix D such that 
(!.~) AD + DA" > 0. 
A is Lya~nmov d~nmay s~n~~ if ther~ e~sts ~ !ms~tive dmgon~ 
matr~ D inch that 
. ,p  
÷ o, 
where X >i 0 means that X is ~ l~ve mmidefi~ite. 
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Lyapuwov diagonal sL~bfli~, and ~emistabifi~ phy an important role in 
some p~b]ems in ecology, chen~s~, and economics; see e.g., [1], [3], [4], 
and the references there. 
The ma~x D in (L2) or (!.3) is called a Lyapunov scaling f~r  of A in 
r~ ~h~ ~hp ~j~on of its nniqueness i  studied. LV jy  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
In this ~por  we ~n~_uue and extend the work of [5]. We follow the 
notation of [5], and to make the reading of this paper smoother, we bring in 
the appropriate notation and results when needed. 
Cle~.dy, ff D is a Lyapunov scaling |actor of A, then so is/d~ for every 
positive scalar k. Thus, by saying that A has a unique Lyapur~v ~cali.~g 
factor, we mean nniqueness up to multiplication by a ~~.  It is also clear, 
by ~n~nuity consideratiom, that a Lyapunov diagonally stable matrix does 
not have a unique Lyapunov scaling factor. A Lyapunov d!egonally semista- 
b|e ms~x which is not Lyap_nnov diagonally stable is called Lgapunov 
d/agonat~ n,,_ar~/e. For the sake of the typist we shall omit "Lyapunov" 
from now on. 
An Lmportant ool in our study involves spaces of synunetric matrices. 
This is done in Seetion 2. In Sectiom 3 and 4 we obtain suificient conditiom 
for the tmiqucness of the scaling factors of a diagonally semistable matrix. 
The results in Section 4 are based on knowing a pza~cuhr sealing factor. 
The condition~ obtained are stronger than the conditions given in [5]. 
The results in Section 3 aim extend our previous work [~. 
Finally, in Section 5, we ~,d ,!! ~c~!i~g factors of a diagonally semistable 
matrix A with a given scaling |actor. In particular we obtain a necessary and 
stffficient condition for the uniqueness of the scaling |actor. 
We conclude the introduc~ou g'ith general notation. Other notation will 
be defined in the se~el. 
For a natural number n, (n) denotes the set { I, 2, . . . ,  n }. 
A --  _ .~t$~. . . ,~  ~,  ,o,~,, o f  ( n ~ is a collection { p ~, . . . , l~ ~ } oJ ° mutual ly disjoint 
subse  of (n), w ose un on (n). 
The m~rd~~ d a set a is denoted by [al. 
rnatriees in this work are real. For A ~ R m,n (the subspaee of m × n 
real rna~ccs) and ~or a _c ~, m \ ~uc! ,8 _~ ( n ), or, fl, ~ ~ , we denote by 
span(A) the subspaee generated by the ~hmans of A, and by A[alfl] &e 
submatrk of A, whose rows are hadexed by~ and whose columns are indexed 
by fl ha their natura! order. 
~.v~lvn m n, ~e p,Sneipal ~.~bmatrix, A[ala], is denoted by A[a]. 
An n × n matrix is said to be a P-matrk (Po-matrix) ff det A[a] > 0 
For two vectors u and ~ in a vector space V we sh~ ~enot¢ by 
cony(u, ~) the convex hun of u and v. 
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2. RESULTS CtJNCEKN_.. G SPACES OF SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
Let S be a subspace of n × n real symmeLr,.'c matrices. In ~ ~t~on we 
find a necessary condition for a positive diagonal matrix D to satisfy the 
equation 
(2.1) S= DSD 
and a sufficient condition ior D sa"usfy~ug "*  ' ~ -" t~. ] to be a ~a.-~ ma~_- For me 
sake of convenience, we state here some of the definitions and notation of [5]. 
13~rLm~ON $.~o Let V be an r-dimensional subspace of R". "We denote 
• IF  * by E( V ) the column ~duced evhe~y,n ~ ot v, Le., the (~iqae) ,~uiA in a 
column reduced echelon form whose columns form a basis of V. 
Observe that if V ffi {0}, then it has an empty basis and hence E(V) is an 
n × 0 (empty) matrix. By convention, the term "nonsingular matria" includes 
the (empW) 0 × 0 matrix. 
Let G be a (nondirected) graph, and let i and j be two vertices of G. We 
say that there exists a path between i and j in G if there exists a sequence 
ii,.oo,i k of verti'ces of G such that i t - i ,  i~--" j, and the~.~e is an edge 
between i t and i¢+ x, t - 1,.. , k - I, in G. A set S of vertices of G is ' - "  ~ , ~ Q  tO 
be connected in G if either S consists of one vertex or for any two vertices i
and j in S there exists a path between i and j in G. A component of G is a 
maximal connected set of vertices. The graph G is said to be connected if it 
consists of one component. 
Let A be an m × n _matrix..The .¢,,,,,,~rect~ .. . . ,~. .~_~_~,w] bipartite ~aph of A, 
denoted by H(~..,,A ~ _~ th,~._, b i~te  graph for w'lfich the two sets of -'re, ~,.~,-~'~ -..--- 
( 1, m } and { m + 1,..., m + n }, and where there is a~ edge between i and 
n~ 4- j (1 ~< i ~< m, l ~< j ~< n) if and o_n]y ff a ~j & 0o Observe that if A is an 
m × 0 ma~'L~, m > 0, then n L ~)  ts c~3nnee~,  and omy ~ ,,, - ~. 
The following is a simple extension oi Theorem 4.3 of [5], and is stated 
without a proof. 
THs, O~.M 2.3. Let V be a subsp~e of R". If i~ and i~, I ~< i~, i9 < n, aw 
vfDv .  
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of n(e(v)), and 
be arb~rar~ nonzero rea~ numbers. Let D = diag{ d x,..., d,, }, where d~ffi a~ 
~f ~ ~ ~,~ = 1,..., n, ] = 1,..., k. Then D sa~.sf~.s (~.4). 
Let S be a bx~b~ of n × n symme~*ic m~e~.  We w~t  to study the 
~t~ve n × n ~gona l  matrices D that satt~ (2.1). To do this we use 
Theorem "2.3. We assodate with eae.~ ]8 ~ S a vector v o e R "("+ t)/s: 
~=(bx~, . . . ,bx , ,bm, . . . ,b , , , . . . ,b , , ) .  
Let V s be the veetor space generated by {vn, B ~ S}. With every 
tgksitive n × n d~gonai matrix D--diag{ d ~,..., d ,  } we a~~tc  a t--.o-~----""~;"° 
diagonal ((n + 1)n/2)x( (n  + 1)n/2) ma~ 
D ffi diag{ d~,..., dxd,, d],...~ d~.d,,.. ., d~, } . 
Since D is tmsitive, this mapping is one to o_n~e~ use  ff d~ ~ d~ then 
d~ ¢ d~. It is thus obviom that 
vono ffi/3vs VB ~ S. 
~t D ffi diag{d~,d~.,...,d,} be, a Im~ve diagonal ma~.x sa-tisf3~g 
(2.1). "I~en V s ffi/~V s. Denote E(Vs) by E, and denote the rows of E by the 
unordered pairs 
(t, 
By Theorem 2.3, for every pair of ve~ees (i, ]) and (k, l) in the same 
component of H(E), d~d ~ = d~d t. So: 
Observation 2.5. If (i, i) and (j, ]) are in the same component of It(E), 
then d~ = d~ and d~ -- dj. This ~mpl~es d~d~ ffi d~d~ V1 ~< l ~< n. 
Obse~at~n 2.6. Iy ybr some 1 ~ 1 <~ n, (1, i) and (l, ]) are in the same 
w..,~,,,..,..., oy H(E), ~_an did z did z, so d~ dj and d~ffid~. 
Motivated by th~ observations, we d¢~¢ a new gm~h ~($). We 
cons~xct a sequence d graphs { G~ }, an having the same set d verUccs 
~E) ,  as follows: 
We b~gh~ by ~ttmg G l ~ H(E). Then Gk+ x is obta/ned from G~ by 
ad~ng edges aecord~g to the fonowh~g ~les. 
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If ( i , i )  and (], ]) are in the same component d G k, we add edges 
between (i, 1) and (i, 1) Vl ~ 1 ~ n. 
H for some 1 ~< 1 ~< n, (i, ]) and (], 1) are m ~e same component of G k, 
we add an edge between (i, ~) and (1,1). 
H G~+ 1 ffi G~, we denote it by H($). By Theorem 2.3 and by O~rva-  
t~ons 2.5 and 2.6 it can be shown that the following is true: 
PsormrnoN 2.7. Let S be a ~ e  of  n × n s~mmet~ marries and 
D = diag{ dr,. . . ,  d ,  } a pos/~ve d" ~;agonal marx  sattsf~ng (2.1). I f  (~, ]) 
and (k, 1) are ";n t~ same com~,,,,,ra of I-I(S), then 
d~d~ dtd~, 
Motivated by this result we define a new graph K(S), for a subspace of 
n × n synunetric matrices S. 
K(S) is ~ nondirected graph with a set of vertices (n~. For any ~ and ~, 
-~ ], ! ~ ~ ~ j ~ n, there is an edge between i and j / f  (i, i) and (], ]) are in 
the ~c .  c~gc~en~ of H(S). 
The |o]]owmg ~eorem is an immediate co-~luence d ~ ~uss ion .  
T~w.o~ 2.8. Let S be a vector space of  n × n s~me~r~c ma~.  if 
and ~ are in the same component of K(S), then d~ ffi d~ for every pos/~ve 
diagonal n~,~ D = ~g{ dr.... ,  d ~ } sa~s~,.g (~) .  
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.8 we get a sufficient condition 
for a positive diagonal matrix D sal lying (2.1) to be a s~ mavrix. 
Te~R~xf 2.9. Let S be a subspace of n × n sgmnwtric ma~cs .  I f  the 
graph X(S) is connected, then every ~ve  d ~  ~x s~f~ng (9..D 
is a scalar mafrk¢. 
3. S~CIENT CONDITIONS 
In th~ section we give sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of the 
sc rag  f~etors of a d~gon~y sen~t~b|e ~atr~ A (uniqueness up to m~tip~- 
caUon by a po~tJve ~r ) .  
Recall [7, Theorem 3.4] that a _~_gon~y son ic  mat~ A is ¢~ago- 
~y  ne l l i e  ff and only ff there e~ a non~ero positive senfide~te 
" = O~ (BA) .  = 0 
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Vi ~-(n)}. Obgervv t.h,',. C(A) is a cone, and that a dmgonally sem;~le  
matrix A is dia_.gon~y near-s~ble ff ~d  o~y if C(A)~ {0}. In Proposition 
3.1 we find a conn~on between sca~g factors and the cones C(A) and 
C(Ar). 
PsoPosnaoN 3.1. Let A ~R ",~, a.~d wa.ppe~¢ ¢b~ positive diagonal 
marx  D is a scaling factor of A; that is, AD + DA r >I O. Then 
= 
Proof. 
3.9 in [7], 
(3 .2 )  
Let B ~ C(A) and let D be a scaling factor of A. By Theorem 
B( AD + DA r) ffi O. 
As B~C(A) ,  (BA) , f f iOV ic  / " \ n / and so 
(3.3) (BAD),,=O Vi E (n). 
From (3.3) and (3.2.) we conclude that 
SO 
"T 
( DBDA r ) ~ .= 0 
Since DBD >i O, this shows that DC( A )D c_ C(Ar).."he converse inclusion 
follows from the fact that D is a scaling factor of A ff and only ff D - l  is a 
~~g factor of A r [1]. [] 
As a resdt of Proposition 3.1 we have: 
Tnr~om~M 3.4. Let A be a diagoru~Uy semistab!e marx.  I f  the only 
diag~aal realizes X sa l ly ing C( A )ffi XC( A )X are sca~r matrices, then A 
has a unique scaling factor. 
P~f .  Sup~ D l mad D 2 are scaling factors of A. ~n:  hy 
roi,~oslt,_o~ 3.1, C(Ar) ---- DIC(A)D 1 D~C(A)D~. ;~'hus C(A) ffi 
D{aD~C'(A)D~D~ ~. By the ~_~..~tion,~ " D2D7~ l = kl (k > f~), so D~ -~ 1¢D v 
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~L~.  3.5. The ~n~cient condition of Theorem 3.4 is not necessary. 
An er~nple is: 
- , i i  
9. 2 
Here 
([i i c(A)= I 0 
o l )  
0 i 
0]; a>~0 
and C(A) = XC(~ if X = ~{ 1,1. d } f.u...'~,,ery d, but I is the unique 
sealing factor of A. The last observation, which can be easily checked, will 
become clearer in the ~,~l .  
R~at~ 3,6. 
( BA ) i,. = ( BAr ) , 
If A + A r >I 0 then C(A) ffi C(A r), so ~or every B ~ C(A), 
- 0, i -- 1, 2,..., n. This observation he|ps to compute C(A). 
3.7. In general the matrix X of Theorem 3.4 is not a scaling 
factor of A. However, if A + A r >i 0, then for eve~ scaling factor D of A, 
c(A = nC(A)D. 
Let S(A) denote the subspa~ d n × n synunetric matrices generated by 
C(A), and let K(A)  denote the graph K(S(A)). In this case Theorem 9..8 
becomes 
T I~,o~ 3.8. Let A ¢ R "~" be a d/agonaUy sere/stable mat~.  I f i  a~ 
are in the same component o f  K(A), robert d i ffi d j for every positive 
d~zgonal marx  D ffi diag { d 1, d 9, . . . , d , } sa~sfying 
(3.9) S(A) -DS(A)D 
Trr~o~M 3.10. Let A ~ R"," be a d~gonaUy semistab~ --"~-'~',,...-,~, a
D be a po~_e  d~f~onal mat'~x, t fD  and E are sc-~. ' . . .~,~~ of  A, then for 
ece~ connected component ~ of  K( A ), D=~E[~] ~ ~ ~calar marx .  
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~f .  T '~  ~ a dh-ect ~ ,~t  of Proportion 3.1, and Theorem 3.8, since 
it is easy to ~ that 
S(A)= D A [] 
Cono~Y 3.11. /.~¢ A c R"'" be a d/agona//y sem~/e  marx .  / f  
~,, A) is con~,~ed, then A has a unique sccmng ~ ~.  
F~,amp|e 3.5 shows that Com~J_ary 3.11 is a sufficient condition that is not 
a necessary one, since the graph K~A) there ~ v~'c ~nn~tad. However, 
~LE  3.12. Let 
ffi 1 2 ,  
2 0 1 
A+ Ar>O. 
Then 
- I  - I  2 j  
and T'r/ A~ 
Observe that t~e racthcd~ of [5] do not apply in this exaraple. 
We now introduce the following 
D~Im..~ON 3.!3. Let ~ be a connected component d K(A). The 
component ~ is a ~v~I  component if I/z[ ffi I and if ~ ffi { i }: then ats > 0. 
~ L ~  3.14. Let 
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Then 
o}, 
[ (~'~)®-®] ~(~)  (~,~.)® ~ ., ~ =  _ _ = ~(~, ,  
- ! 1~ e.'~A i 
L k~'~ ~ J 
and 
.g (~)  = ' - ' -  _,~, 
where (1) is a non~,-ird component and (2) is trivial. 
3.15. La~ A be a diagona/ly semis~/e ,,,n~,........., a ~d let ~ be a 
Proof. Let p be a nontriv~ component of K(A). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that ~ ffi (r> (where [p[ = r), since diagonal 
near-stability is invarian__t under permutaUon ~ t y .  Obviously the set 
{(i, i)[i E p} is connected in H(S(A) ) ,  and so it is contained in a c~nncetcd 
component, ~, of this ~ph.  
Denote ~ ~- ~ tJ ~, where ~" is a set of vertices associated with the rows of 
I ,~ ~ ~. .~ .  
ob~o~ ~t  ~ ~ ,_ ~o.  o.f ~o~~ o~ H(E(S(A.))). 
Bec~ that we a.ssoeiate with every co|umn j d E(S(A)) a symmetric 
n~tr~, say CL The set of matrices C~ ~qsoc~ted w/th co l~ of E(S(A)) 
b~ of ~(A). 
Let us ~.~ns~der the ~t  { C~, ~ ~ ~ }. and the set {(/c: i), (k, I) ~ ~ }. Since 
= ~0 U .~ is_ th~on of components o~ ~(E($(~_.))), it follows th,{ 
(3.16) (c~)~,=o 
v$ mp aria (k, ;'~ ~-~- 
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By the- de~L~Uon of the graph H(S(A)) we see that 
(3.17) Vk, l ~ ~, 
and 
ff kc=~and I~  then a,,_ ,,..,.,. 
Thus (3.17) and (3.18) yield that 
(~.i9) VSEC(A), 
Observe that since ~ is not a triv/~ component, there are matrices 
B ~ C(A) such that 
Thus (3.16), (3.!7), and (3.18) yields that CJ (1 ~ v) can be written 
I f '  n ~ 
" [ "-'n ~ | where (3.21) c ,= ~ o c~ ]' 
S(A) was generated by C(A), so VS~S(A), (SA)~, = 0, i= 1,...,n, and ~m 
particular (CjA), , -  0 Vi ~ (n), j~p .  
Partition 
A=( An A12) 
A21 A~ 
in ~p~onni~ with (3.18). Then, 
P • __  
!! 0 C~ A~! AI,)] A~ i~ 
= ( CllAll CnAls C~A~ ) =0, l i  i --- 1 ,2, . . . ,  n. 
. . , , . , ,u., , , , , , ,  FACTORS 
So~ 
By (3.i9), (3.20), (3.99.), and [7, "£'~.~m 3.4], A[/~] is dhgonally near-stable. 
Cor, oxa,~r 3.~.  Let A ~ R"'" ~ a dPagonalig sem~abie marx ,  and 
let p, be a conP~cted component of K( A ). Then C(A[t~]) = { B[~], S ~. C( A ) }o 
Pwo~? Ob~rve that if a matrix B is in C(A[p]), then the n X n _matrix 
Be "i I B defined by _ tp~ -- B, o 0 = 0 otherwise, is in C(A). This observation and 
(3.19) settle this corot .  [] 
CoaomamY 3.24. Let A ~ R n." be a d/agonaUy sere/stable m~x,  and 
let ac_ (n )  be a m¢n~ai ~ inch that A[a] ~s d~agonaU~ near-aable. (That 
contained in a eon~ eom~ of  K( A ). 
Proof. Since A[a] i s  diagonaRy near-stable, there exists a matrix 0 ~ B 
C(A), meh that B[a]~C(A[a]) and boffi0 otherwise. Sup_lx~ t~ is a 
c:~,rmc~cd omponent of K(A) such that/~ .'3 a ~ 0,  a \~ ~ 21, and B[p N a] 
O. By Corollary 3.23 and the definition of B we conclude that A[~ N a] is 
also di~,,,~,,o~h, near-stable, and th~ is a contradic~on. [] 
Coaom.tmY 3.25. Let A ~ R"'* be a d~agona//y i~e~f-s-'a~b/e ma~ix such 
that all its ~ l~indl~l ~ are diagor~dly °~,,,o.'-'-'- Then A has a 
umque sealing factor. 
non!Tiv~ component. By Lem._m~ 3o!5, K(S(A)) is connected, so A has a 
unique scaling lector. I 
COnOLL~Y 3.~, Let A ~ R ~'~ be a di~gonaUV ~r-stable mat~x all of  
whose proper su~_trice~ are ac ~ ~, ,~.~.  .~,~o ~ 
unique scaling factor. 
P~fo  By [2] every acyc~e Por~a~ is d~gon~y s~!.e~ l 
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CO~OLL~Y 3.27 [7, Theorem 4.12(a)]. If A is a 3 × 3 diagona]iy near-sta- 
b|e P-matrL~, then A ~as a ~ e  scaling factor. 
Proof. Observe that every '~ X ~ P-matrix is acydic. [] 
COrOLLarY 3.28. L~ A ~ R"," bo .~.........n.. near-stable. Then eve~ 
~~l  ~~z of A is d~go~U~ stable ~f and onl~ ~f ev__eW 
~ ~ o, B ~ C( A ), ~s ~n~uc~l~. 
F~of. Suppose every proper p~inci~ submatfix of A is diagonally 
stable, and let 0 ~ B ~ C(A) be reducible. 
near-stab|e and contradicts our essumption. 
Converse|y, if there exists a proper submatrix of A, A[9 ], that is 
~gon~y near-st~|e, then there is a B ~ C(A) such that B. ffi 0 Vi ~ p and 
(B [p~]A[ I t ] ) , ,  - 0 Vi ~ tt. [ ]  
3.29. When A is singular, C(A) can be replaced by the cone 
CN(A) generated by {xxr; x ~ N(Ar)}. In some cases combining the two 
approaches improves the results. T I~ is shown elsewhere and is not ~duded 
here in order to simplify the presentation. 
4. $CAL][NG FACTOBS OF A MATPJX A, WHEN A + A r >i 0 
In this ~ction we mp~e that a scaling factor of A is known. For 
convenience, suppose that A + A r >i 0. 
We beg~ ~y ~,_~ng some results and notation of [5]. 
For a _ (n ~, S(A, a) is the following set: 
S(A , . )  - .U  { i' J ", A [ - l i ]  [ . ]  ÷ A [ . ] ' )} .  
wJ'r~ a set a, we con~Lnue with ~ process t~ we come to a fixed set. This 
happens after a finite ntunber of steps, since an the sets invo|ved are subsets 
of (n). Denote the final ~t by ~'(A, a). 
Lemma 4.1 is an extension of Lemma 6.16 in [SJ and can be proved in a 
s~f i~ way. 
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4.1. Let A ~ R ", " be such tha~ A + Ar >~ O. Let a c ( n > , and 
let D be a scaling fac-d~r of A such that D[a] ~s a scalar matzo Then 
D[ S( A, a,j is a sc.al~r rn,~ar~x. 
Let P = ( ~ ~,...,/tt }be a partition of (n). We define a coarser partition 
~= {~t,...,~}, l~ ,  by ~ni~g ~.oy two sets ~ and ~ ~ S(A,~Jn 
S(A,/~t) ~1~. N?w we can eon.~2nue to de~e (F,), and so on. After a finite 
number o operations we come to a fixed partition, denoted by P. We sh~'~ 
refer to this ,,----~'~ . . . .  ~t~,e ,,,, ~ an S¢~n~.6~. ~,  ~or every ~ven p~rtit~on 
P = { ~v-'-, .u~ }, P is the final partition obtained by the S-o_~~en. 
PsOPOSmON 4.2. Let A ~ R"," be such that A + A r >i 0, and/et P = 
- -  - -  M ~ . . a ~ a t ~ . ~ , ~  
every 1 <~ i <~ k and eve~ scaling fac~n, D of A. Denote 
= { }. 
T~,n D[~lt] is a scalar ma~,x for every scaling factor D and every ~ ~ P, 
P~ 
P,'vof. "Ihis follows by Lemma 4.1 and the definition of P. [] 
Let ~t, ~*,..., ~ be the connected components of the graph K(A), and 
let QA be the final partition obtained from 
Tm~o~ 4.3. Let A ~ R"'" be ~ch t~t  A + AT>_. 0, and/~ QA ffi 
k ~ D "  " " '  P 'k J r "  = '~""  j v ,  ~ , ,~ , ,~  '~-~ ' -e  J . . . . .  J - - ,  - -  t r ' i J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pwof. This fonows from Pro~on 4.2 and Theorem 3.10, since I is s 
~a~g factor of A. [] 
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~_~pL~ 4.5. Let 
l 1 ~] 
A= ! 1 0 
be the matrix of E~-~p]e 3.~. Here we see ~.hat QA= {(1,2), (3)} and 
~A ffi {(3)}, sO it confirms that A b~s a un~.-#,_~ scrag factor. 
~~e~.-~- 4.6. Let 
A~ 
1 2 0 - i l  -2  0 0 
0 0 i 
0 1 i j  
Then 
A+AZffi 
2 0 0 0] 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 2 >~0, 
0 0 2 2 
QA - { (1), (2), (..3,4) }, 
Thus A has a unique s~ng f~ctor. 
5. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE 
UNIQUENESS OF THE LYAPUNOV SCALING FACTOR 
Let A ~ R ",n be such that A + A T >I 0. In ~ section we obtain all the 
scaling factors of A and in particular find a necessary and sufficient condition 
for A to have a unique sca~g factor. 
In Section 4 we saw that if QA - { P p.-., ~t k } and D - diag{ dt, oo., dn } 
is a scaling factor of A, then there exist ~ ' t ive  numbers ~j, 1 ~< j ~< k, such 
that 
;= 
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~- "-~,,,,. We now obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a - (a t , ..., a~) 
and a corresponding partition P - (~tz,...,p~} so that Dffidiag{dl,...,d,~ 
[where d~. sa~s~-~ -~: ._ o.!;~ is a ~ g  factor ~f A. 
Let ~ < 1 be :. ,.mitive number, and let P ffi { ~t x,..., P~ } be a partition 3f 
{n). Let a=(av. . . ,a~),  where 
(5.-~) [a, - I[ < ~, -; - 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k, 
and denote 
f , (a)  - det(AD. + D.A~) [ , ]  
where D~--diag{dt,. . . ,d,} for d, satisfying (5.1). Observe that D a is a 
sealing factor of A if and only if f ,(a) >I 0 for all i, c_ (n) .  In particular, for 
e -  ( I , . . . ,1),  f , (e ) -  det(A + Ar)[v] >t 0 V~c (n) .  
Eqnnm~os 5.3. For a given partition P = {/~v...,/~t } of (n )  we say 
that a set ~ c_ (n)  is nice with w ~  to P if f,(e) > 0 or if there exists i, 
I ~< ~ ~< k, ~dch that ia~ t3 ~ ~ ~ and f~.~ n,(e) = 0. We shall ~y  that... __ ~.., _ , ,  ~ / n \ ;~ 
problematic with respect to ~ if it is not race, that is, f , (e ) - -0  and 
PaoposrrioN 5.4. Let A ~ R n'n be such that A + At>_. O. Then there 
exists a ~c~-/~ve e < 1 such that i f /~/s a j lna/paCt/on,  then for every s~ 
which is nice with respect to P and for every a m~f~ing (5.2), f,(a) ~ O. 
Proof. Since the fimctions f,(a) are continuous, we can find a positive 
c < 1 such ~t  f~(a) > 0 for every ~ for which f,(e) > 0 and every a which 
satisfies (5.2). Thus one hss to prove the proposition for those nice sets p for 
which ~(e)  - O. In this case there e~s  i such that g - ~ n p ~ ~ and 
J ,~n,~'p-  "" We ~ ,h . .  th.t ~{~) = O. |t i.~ enmLgh to consider~e case 
when ~ ~ p,. In this ease we use the ssmmp~on that the pa~Uon P is fins]. 
This hnp~es that ] ~ ~, =~ A[~,[j] ¢ spau(A + Ar)[p~]. Thus~ .&[p[j] ¢ 
span( /  + AT)[O[p~]. Since A + A r >i 0, span(A + Ar)[pip~] c__ 
span(A + AT)[p]; and ~[Pl]]+ A[]IP] T ~ span(A ÷ AT)[p] V] ~ ~) .  Thus, 
~[~I~] =- s~(~ ÷ ~)[~] and ~[~I~] ~~ s~( .~ ÷ ~T)[~] V~ ~ ~. 
W~ now show that for every } ¢ (n )  
(5.5) 
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bade,  
j~ ,  ]1  . . 
By (5.5), mak(AD. + .-..n Arw. , / , \~ = r a n k ( A .  ,,r,x--,, + Ar)[P] < [pl, sinc~ ~(e) = 0. 
Since p c ~, rank(AD. + D~Ar)[~,] < I~!, so £(a) ="  u.  [] 
ReeaU that our aim is to find out the sealing factors of A. D~ is a 
candidate to be such a factor if £(a)>I 0 V~ c: (n>. Proposilion 5.4 is not 
~n__fo_rm_a~'ve f ~, is a problematic set. To deal - '~  ff~at problem we need the 
following" 
Dgnm~ON 5 6 Let ~ {~, . . . ,  ~ } he a ~a l  - - - " "^-  . . ~- ~, , , ,~ .of (n>. Let Z 
he a set in the no;megative o_rt_hant R~+ containing e and contained in the 
~]|_~_on of a's in Proposition 5.4. Then ~(a)>i 0 for every a ~ Z and for 
every n i~ set p. e-or convenience we suppose that if 1 g i < j < k, then there 
exis+'~ =- Z, a=-~,~,va,,...,a~) such that a, ~ a 1. We shall refer to such a 
set Z as a #-set. 
Let I, c (n}. Define Z,, a subset of the /~t  Z: If 
=o 
then Z. = { a ~ Zla sat t~ (5.8)}, where 
(5.S) (a -  > o or 
=o  and >_.o v v ~ cony(e, a). 
(v f  denotes the grsdient of f) .  
P.. where ~o ~ts F~ and F; ~'~ nn i t~t  i f  and oily if a~ ~ a: Va ~ g,. Using 
the g~mt ion ,  we obt~ a ~~my ~.x,~,er) ~.~, .  ~, = t ~q,..., ~,t s 
Let Z, -- {(#~... g);  3a~Z,  meh that a:--~, V~c_~}.  Observe that 
I~~.g  5.9. ~d~ose ..~ ~ an n × n reai ~__~x _such t .ha_t A + A T >i O, 
I, ~ (, n >, # -- { ~, . . . ,  ~ } a .ana~ ~, 'a~,  e.nd g a f'-se~. Then: 
(~) ~f ~ ~ a n~e. set with r~t  to the. ~ r ~  ~, then i, is a nice set 
w~th re~e~t t~ any e.~r~er final ~r~n.  
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~,%) ~f ~ is a nice sa, then 
: ,w , :,~r ~ ~ nonnegaat~ for e~W ~ ~ eonv(e, a). 
:1"hen every ¥ (~ cony(e, a) sa~~ (S.8) 
(d) iy ~. is a sc~ng £ac~ of A and ff ~ suasf~s (s.7), then a saas.ae,~ 
(s.8). 
Proof. (a) is a dir~t ~omequence of the definition of a nice set. 
(b) ~ obtained by Proposi~on 5A. 
(e) follows by eontintti~ consideratiom. 
Ob~rce ~tb~t ff D, is a ~_~di.-_.g lector of A, then also D r is meh for every 
7 ~ eonv(e,a). Since f,(Y) is nonnegative for every sealing factor Dr. (d) 
follow~ from (c). 
I~OVOSmON 5 .10 . .~  A ~R"'"  be such that A + A~O,  let P ffi 
{ tt,,..., ~ } ~ a ~ i n g  y~na ~arnaon, and ~ Z be a ~.set. 
that for ~ scaiing~ D of  A: 
(sa!) 
and 
(5.12) i.lf D @ I, then there exists e @ a ~- Z such that D~ ~ conv( l, D ). 
5.9(d) shows that a ~ Z,. Hence, if (5.12) holds for ~ and Z, it ho!ds also for 
----- ~.~1)"') e "p)  . . . . . . .  ~ " /  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
We want to s~ow that for every 1 ~< ~ ~< t, D[~] ~ a sea!at matrix. By (8o!~), 
there exists e @ e ~ :~, mc~ that D~ ~ eonv(L D). Observe that since D~[~] 
- e~l[~,], D[~] is also a ~ matrix. T'la~s s~t~es (5.11) for P.. [] 
~ an E > 0 ~ch that ~.11) and ~5.19~ hold for the ~m~o~ ~A 
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P~of. Propos~-~on 5.4shows ~at there exists an 0 < e < i such that the 
set Zg is a Q~oset. (5.12) follows by the definition o~ Z~, and (5.11) is a 
consequence of Theorem 4.3. [] 
To obtain a 9.a-ai partition F and an F-set ZF w~dch characterize the 
sca~g factors of ~, we ~gm ~th  the ~-~-~tion QA and the set Z, of 
Pro~sition 5.!3. We find F and Z using the following ~gorRhm. 
Algorithm 5.14. 
l   ffiCA Z'ffiZ~ 
no yes 
~.ffi 
A 
Z~' -Z  
Algoriflm~ 5.14 tem~uates ~Jte~  ~h~ite manb~r of steps, since all the sets 
involved are subsets of ~ n) and every new partition P, obtained is equal to 
or coarser than the previous. 
R_s~ 5.15. Remar~ 5.9(a) and (b) show that the situation ~, ~ ~ or 
~ ~ Z can occur only ff p is a problematic set of ~A, since every nice set 
~ith reset  to the ~d~on ~A is ~nice set of every ~ r  ~ i io~,  _~d 
for nice sets ~ ~-~ have P~ ffi ~ and Z, ffi Z. 
~OPOSIT~O~ 5o16~ ~ p be a p~ob~s~c 8~ of QA. ~ A[v] ~8 
d~~lhn  s~b~o 
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Pv~of. Suppose ~ is a problematic set of ~a and A[~] ~ d~gonally 
near-s,t~le. Then the~ exists a w2nimal set ~ such that ~ c: ~ and A[~] is 
diagonally near-stable, but A[O~] is diagonally stable for every ~ G ~- 
By Corollary 3.24 there e~a a mnneeted component/2 of K(A) such 
that ~ ___ 12. By the definition of ~ it is clear that there exists a set p in the 
partition Q such that/~ _c/~. Since A[~] is diagonal1? ~ near stable, f~(e)--0. 
But ~ c p N p, so f~(e)=0,  contrary to ~e ~~pt ion  tb~.t p is a 
p~bl~matic set. [] 
Now we c~n prove the main theorem. 
Trmosra~ 5.17. Let A ~ R"," be such ~hat A + A ~ >t 0. Then: 
(5o!8) The identi~ is the unique Lyapuno~ scalir~; fa~ of A if and 
(5.t0) i f  ~ ~n~t~n F ~ {(n), then for e~en~ a~,  a~ e, there 
,~s  # ~ e, # =~ cony(e, a), such tha~ D~ ~ a sca//ng fac~ of A for e~ 
"t ~ cony(e, # ). 
Proof. We shall show that if ~ ffi { (n)) ,  then A has a unique sc~ 
factor, vnd ~at  (5.19) is true. By pmposi~o~ 5.!0 and 5.13 it i~ obviom that 
for every scaling factor D ~ I there exists a ~ Z F such that D. ~ l and 
D. ~ conv(l, D). Obviously, D~ is a scaling factor d A, and ff D is not a 
scalar matrix, then D~ ~ not a scalar matrix, so I0 ~ t\.- / J -  -~/" ~ - |~ -10 = { ~ n } }, 
then ZF-- {k(l); k>0} add D.-.~--2, so ff Fffi {(n)}, every scaling |actor 
of A is a scalar matrix. 
Suppose now that F ffi {Px,..., P~},k  > 1. For every set 1, we have 
P, = P and ~ = ~,  ~ce  we have reach~ a ~Uc ~on.  
Let a~ Z F. By the definition of Z, (=  ZF), there exists fl~ ~ e, fl~ 
cony(e, a), such that £(7) >i 0 for every 7 ~ cony(e, fl). We find such fl~ for 
p~Di©mauc set p. om~ the ' ever~ "' - - -  nttnic~er of "" "" proviemauc sets (with respect 
to F)  is finite, there exists /~o ~ e, ~o ~ Z F, such ~at for every such 
prob|ernat~e s t ~, f~(7)~ 0 V 7 ~ cony(e, #0). 
Observe that since Z F is a F~t ,  £(7)>t 0 ~or every ~ c (n)  (indud~g 
also the n~ce se~), and every 7 ~ cony(e, ~o), so D~ is a scaling factor of A 
for every such 7. 
We conc|udv the ~r  by .~'-k~'~-~--"~ ~at  our method yields ~]| t.hc 
~ g  f~ctcrs. 
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T~-mo~ 5.20. 
factors o f~ a:~ 
Let A e R"." such ¢ha¢ A + A ~ >t O. ~ all the scaling 
{ D~; 3a e ~. and t > 0 such ~t  
The fo].lowJng example illustrates o,~ ~c~od. 
~~.~.  5.21. Let 
A ~  
F 0 1 1 1 0" 
- I  0 I 1 0 
-1  -1  1 1 s 
-1  -1  0 1 9. 
0 0 a a 3 _2 2 
10 r°  0 6 0 0~ | 
0 0 o 0 
A+Ar=[0  0 2 1 3]>~0. 
0 I 2 3 |  
J 0 3 3 6 
Here ~A = {(1,2,3,4),(5)}, Z -  {(ava~ }. So D~,=diag{al, al, a~,al, as}. 
The onl~ . . . .  ~~"~ = (3, 4,~, 
[ 1 i o o1 J ~(a)--det 0 I ~ a I 0 
a 3 0 a~ 
9. 2 
[olo o]11o °I + 0 a~ 0 1 I 
0 0 as a 3 3 
2 
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So Vf,(e)--O. We see ~at f~(a)>I 0 only if a~-as .  ~ff'e eondude that 
Z~-- {(~l); ~l > O}, so ~-- {(5)} and A has a ~Que scaJmg factor. 
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